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1 Introduction 

The COP.OO. Tal aUIKLOOKTM laster provides GO/NO· 
GO functional lests tor the CQP400 family. AI the 
customer's facility, QUtKLOOK performs a series 01 
tests on the COPSTM chips sImilar to the tests 
performed al National Semiconductor prior to 
shipment. 

All software necessary for the POS/QUIKlOOK system 
operation is provided by National Semiconductor. To 
begin testing COPS, the user neeC only connect the 
cables and power, and veri ly the correct performance 
of the PDSJQUtKLOOK system using the supplied 
diagnostic software. 
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2 System Description 

This section Illustrates and defines the 
PDSJQUIKlOQK hardware configuration, provides 
functional and hardware description of QUIKLOOK 
tester and Its interfaces, Identifies COPS functional 
tests performed by the system, and outlines the 
software supplied with the system. 

2.1 System Requirements 

Nationa l Semiconductor recommends the following 
system hardware conflgurallon: 

,. COP400-PDS Product Development System. I' 

2. COP4QO·TOI QUIKLOOK Tester, chip Interlace and 
diagnostic cards. 

3. CRT or TIY. 

4. pas Master Disk. 

5. QUIKLOOK Master Disk. 

6. Test TRANSMITIAL File. 

7. Cables. 

The system baseline configuration Is Illustrated in 
Figure 2.1. The minimum requi rements are Illustrated 
on white background, and options, which depend on 
customer application, are illustrated on gray 
background. 

PDS serves as 8 test pattern generator for the 
QUIKlOOK tester and Its diagnostic test. 

The QUIKlOOK, with a corresponding chip Interface 
card, provides COP400 functional chip tests at 
nominal 5V power. 

CRT or nv serve as system 1/0 consoles. 

QUIKlOOK Master disk file contains the QUIKlOOK 
operating system and test application data files, 
described in the Software section. 

PDS Master disk file contains PDS operating system, 
file manager and development application software. 

TRANSMIITAL file contains chip options and ROM 
data for a specific COPS chip. 

I I'D' .ASTE~ II 

Flgur. 2·1. System Configuration 
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2.2 aUIKLOOK Tester Hardware 

The tester Is packaged Into a 13.8 x 4.4 x 15-inch 
chassis containing printed circuit board, power 
supply, and a Ian. (See Figure 2.1.) 

The Interface with the COPS chip and the operator Is 
located on the top of the chassis and consists alone 
01 the four 4 x 2.5·lnch cards containing a zero 
insertion force DIP socket and two standard RS232 
25·pln connectors on the reverse side. The diagnostic 
card contains two chips, two RS232 plugs, and direct 
pin-to-pin .shorts. 

The operator interlace consists 01 three lights and 
STAAT/STOP switch. The indicator lights are GREEN, 
RED, and YELLOW. 

The PDS interface consists of two identical RS232 
cables. One cable connects EMULATOR1 on PDS to 
EMULATORl on QUIKLOOK. The second cable 
connects EMULATOR2 on PDS to EMULATOR2 on 
QUIKLOOK. 

2.3 COP Tests 

The QUIKLOOK. under control of POS, performs the 
following l ests and marks the results via indicator 
lights: PASS : green, FAIL :red, and READY FOR 
TEST: yellow. 

The following tests are performed on each chip at 
maximum frequency and 5V power supply: 

1. Chip 110. 

2. Register /memory reference instructions. 

3. Arithmp. t ic. 

4. BranCh instruc tions. 

5. ROM. 

6. RAM. 

7. CKO XTAL output (optional). 

8. Interrupts (optional). 

9. MulHcop sync (optional). 

10. Low power reset (Optional 444U44Sl only). 

11. Dual clock (optional 42OC/421C only). 

12. CKO as general purpose input (optional). 

13. RAM keep alive (optional). 

14. MICROBUSIM (optional). 

"Optional" means Ihat if that option is implemented 
on Ihe chip it is tested. 
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2.4 Software 

The software and diagnostic programs are provided by 
National Semiconductor with the tester. The software, 
test data and diagnosllc roulines are reSident on the 
COPTEST master disk. 

The COPT EST MASTER disk contains QUtKlOOK 
system program COPTST.MP, a series 01 data liles, 
used by COPTST to create the COPS chip test 
patterns, and the QUIKLOOK tester diagnostic 
program, QUIKDIAG. MP. 

THE COPTEST MASTER disk Iile contains the 
following software and data: 

COPTST .M' MAtN PROGRAM 
TST410 . OAT OATA 
TST411 · OAT OATA 
TST420 • OAT OATA 
BAS~20 · OAT OATA 
UCK420 · OAT DATA 
CK0420 · OAT DATA 
CK04:!1 · OAT OATA 

UBUS · OAT DATA 
OUALCK · OAT OATA 
TSTH. • OAT DATA 
BASH. · OAT OATA 
CKOH4 · OAT DATA 
CK0445 · OAT DATA 

OUtKOIAG M' MAIN PROGRAM 



3 System Operation 

This section describes the operation of the system. A 
list of commands Is defined and an example Is given 
to clarify the command. The creation 01 a TEST disk is 
then described, and an example test session is 
explained . 

II is assumed that the PDS/QUIKlOOK system has 
been installed and the correct operation has been 
veri f ied according to the procedures defined In 
Section 4, System Installation and Verificat ion. 

3.1 COPTST Commands 

There afe on ly seven commands that the operator 
needs to operate QUIKLOOK. They are: 

Command. o .. c.!ptIon 

Builds TEST m •. NOTE 1 

Ol,pllys Of prints TEST m, 
dlractory, NOTE 2 

I. Build 1<lIIa nama>lI. TFINJI 

DIrec tory 

3. Help Di Splays Ihis lisl 01 commands 
aVlliable 10 til' oper.tor. 

4. load [< tilt n.ma>JII. TRN]] Load. TEST lile Into 
OUIKLOOK 

". 
Summ8ry I PRI 

7 TeSI 

Noles: 

Clears lhoe Kcumulatlon 0 1 

llilistie, ,eport dat •. 

P,lnts 1M Sla llSIlC I ollhe les\ 

bater. 

TUII the chIp II, tile 

OUIKLOOK .socket. 

I. Onty the 11151 \Underlined) character Is feqUifed 10 execute 
the command. 

2. Each command [<id>[. mod]) Is tefmlnated by clmlage 
relurn CR. e.g., New (CR). 

3.2 Operator Commands 

This section describes the operator's commands 
Issued from the system console or QUIKlOOK test 
button. The system requires only the lirst character 0 1 
the command as Indicated by the syn tax. The 
remainder of the command word is optional. 

INITIALIZATION 

Syntax: 

Description : 

COPTST f<FILE>(. TRNIl (CRI 

This is a PDS system command. It 
loads the COPTST program and 
Jumps to the " l oad" command. If a 
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E)(8mple: 

GENERATION 

Build Commend 

TEST TAANSMITIAl file is speCified, 
II will be loaded from disk at program 
entry. The '.TAN' modifier is assumed 
If none is given. If no test f ile Is given 
the disk directory Is searched to, a 
'.TAN' lIIe and the last one found Is 
loaded. DepreSSing the PDS's lester 
switch while in EXEC will effectively 
execute the 'COPTST' command with 
no filename. 

EXEC. REV:A 
X>OCOPTST HZZ.2OC 
COPTST,REV:X. OATE 

COPTST COMMANDS 
BUILD (6 [<FILE>[. TRN1\I 
BUILD TRANSMITTAL FilE FOR COPTST 
OIRECTORV (0) 
DISPLAY DISK DIRECTORY 
HELP (H) 
DISPLAV THIS LIST 
LOAD (ll<FILES>J.) TRNJI) 
LOAD TESTER FOR TESTING COP CHIP 
SPECIFIED BV TRANSMITTAL FILE 
NEW (NI 
CLEAR SUMMARY DATA 
SUMMARY ($) 
OISPLAV TESt SESSION SUMMARY 
TEST (T) 
EXECUTE TESt OF COP CHIP 
lOAOlNG FILE OUIKLOOK:NZZ.2QC. 
"N 
TESTER REAOY 

" 

Syntax: B [<tilename>(. TRN)I(CR) 

Description: The BUILD command creates a TEST 
TAANSMITIAll ile used to test the 
Chips. II the file name is omitted 
COPTST will prompt lor the Ch ip 
number and required option vatues, 
and read the ROM values Irom a chip 
which Is known to be good. This 
method depends on confidence in the 
chips used In the ROM dump and 
verif ication. " a filename [s Included, 
the chip number, options, and ROM 
valuBs will be read from the specified 
transmittal file. In both cases the 
option values are verified belore the 
TEST TAANSMITIAl file is created. 
Building the test Iile from the Input 



Example: 

transmittal Ille Is the recommended 
method. A .comptete description and 
example of the " Bui ld" command Is 
Included In Sectlon 3.4. 

T:>BU CONTROL 
OPTION 30: COP BONDING 

00 .. 28 PIN PACKAGE 
02·28 AND 2. PIN PACKAGES 

OPTION 30: COP BONDING 0 
OPTION 30: COP BONDING ",00 

(YIN, CA·YES)? (CR) 
AOM CODE? NZZ 
COPTST DiSK iN DAIVE IYIN.CA·YES)? (CA) 
CREATING FILE OUIKLOOK:NZZ.2QC. TRN 

" 

Syntax: 

Description: 

Example: 

H (CR) 

This command displays all 
commands 8S lollows: 

HICR) 
BUILD (B I<FILE:>(. TRN/I} 
BUILD TRANSMITTAL FILE FOR COPTST 
DIRECTORY (0) 
DISPLAY DISK DIRECTORY 
HELP (H) 
DISPLAY THIS LIST 
LOAD IL I<FILE:>!. TANJJJ 
LOAD TESTER FOR TESTING COP CHIP 
SPECIFIED BY TRANSMITTAL FILE 
NEW{N) 
CLEAR SUMMARY DATA 

LOADING SUMMARY is) 
DISPLAY TEST SESSION SUMMARY 

Load Command TEST (T) 

Syntax: L [<FILES>j. TRNJlICR) 

Description: 

Example: 

TESTING 

Test Command 

Syntax: 

Description: 

Example: 

The LOAD command will load 
QUIKLOOK with the lesl data 10 test 
COP chips. The lesl data is derived 
hom Ihe TEST TRANSMITIAL liIe 
given in the command. If no 
TRANSMtTIAL tile Is given the disk 
direclory is searched and the most 
recenlly created .TAN file is loaded. 
Upon completion of a successful load 
the following will occur. 

a) A 'TESTE A READY' message will 
be sent to the console. 

b) The front panel display of the PDS 
system will read 'LOAD DONE'. 

cJ The lights on QUIKLOOK will cycle 
for light verification. 

T:>LO NGA420L 
LOADING FILE OUIKLOOK NGA420L- TRN 
TESTER READY 

T(CR) 

The TEST command will test the COP 
chip if a test file has been loaded. 
Pushing the TEST button on the top 
of OUIKLOOK will also test the COP 
Chip. The results of a test are sent to 
the console, PDS hont panel and 
QUIKLOOK display lights. 

m 
PASS 

New Session Command 

Syntax: 

Description: 

Example: 

N(CRI 

This command allows the user to 
clear the summary data. 

"N 
CLEAR SUMMARY DATA (YIN,CR .. YES)? 
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EXECUTE TEST OF COP CHIP 

Directory Command 

Syntax: 0 (CR) 

Description: 

Example: 

DIRECTORY fOR: 

Directory command lists the contents 
of the disk file In Ihe POS and 
provides summary of sector usagB. 

"0 
OUIKLOOK "COMPLETED nST OISKR 

'NO NAME TYPE SIZE " ,. 
COPTST M' MAIN PROGRAM '" 

, 0 
TSUIO .OAT DATA • 0 
TSUI1 '" DATA 0 
TST.20 '" DATA , 
BAS420 0" DATA 0 
UCK.20 .OAT DATA 0 
CK0420 .DAT DATA 
CK0421 .OAT DATA 
UBUS .OAT DATA 

" OUALCK .OAT DATA 

" TST444 .OAT DATA 0 

" BAS'" 04> DATA 0 

" CKO'" .DAT OATA .. CK0445 '" OATA • 0 

" OUIKOIAG. .M' MAIN PROGRAM " 0 

" NZZ.2OC .TRN S'r'STEM " 0 

" NYY.21C 'RN SYSTEM " 0 

" NXX.20L .TRN SYSTEM " 0 

SECTORS BAD: 0 
SECTORS USED: '" SECTORS FREE: '52 

The last TEST TRANSMIITAL file built is also last on 
the disk directory. Unless 8 filename Is specified, the 
TEST TAANSMITIAL file NXX4201 .TRN will be loaded 
If COPTST Is loaded or the " Load" command Is g iven. 

Syntax: 

Description : 

Sl'PRJ(CR) 

Summary command displays the 
batch test report. This feature is 
particularly useful in Incoming 
inspecllon and quality control. If the 
"PR' option Is used the summary will 
be sent to the printer. 

, . 

~ 
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Example: 

a) BAD CLOCK refers to a failure In 
one of the following. 
1) XTAL output 
2) Low power reset 
3) SK output 
4) Multi cop sync 

b) BAD LOGIC refers to a failure In 
one of the following. 
1) 110 port 
2) Instruction set 
3) RAM keep alive 
4) Dual c lock 

c) BAD ROM refers to a fa ilure in the 
users ROM pattern. 

'" POS TEST SESSION SUM MARY 
GOOD 4 80% BAD CLOCK 

"0 

TOTAL 

120% LOGIC 
ROM 

3.3 Creation Of Test Disk 

When the PDS and aUIKLOOK operations have been 
veri f ied a complete TEST disk should be constructed. 
A complete TEST disk consists of a duplicate of the 
MASTER TEST DISK received with the aUIKLOOK 
plu s the TEST TRANSMITTALlile(s) created by the 
BUILD command. Figure 3.1 it lu strates the genera lion 
process. 

The TEST DISK f ile can be generated in one of two 
ways: 

1. Using a TRANSMITIAL file as an input and 
OUIKLOOK MASTER as a program and data, or 

COMMANOS - L __ --'L_--' 

2. Using a known good Chip, aUIKlOOK tester and 
MASTER file. 

The "Build" command prOVides an Interactive method 
for putting a verified TRANSMITIAL file on the TEST 
disk. Either of the following two methods may be used 
to enter the required data. 

t) The TRANSMITIAL file sent to NSC for the 
masking of the part Is read to obtain chip number, 
option values, and ROM values. This Is the 
preferred method. 

••••• SEE NOTE ON FOLLOWING PAGE····· 

2) The Chip number and option values are entered 
from the console. The ROM values are read from a 
Chip that Is known to be good, then verified wilh 
five other chips. 

For both input methods the specified options will be 
checked for con flicts or obsolete values. Option 
values must be correct before the TEST 
TRANSMITIAL file Is generated . The program will 
prompt for the new values o f the required options. The 

.TEST TRANSMITIALlile will be named ZZZXXX. TAN, 
where: 

UZ:;: the three leiter ROM CODE 

XXXX = the chip number (and letter) 

Both the ROM CODE and the chip number are 
stamped on the chip. For parts with a double bonding 
opt ion, two output files will be generated, uniquely 
named by the ROM CODES and Chip numbers. The 
files may be pu t on separate disks, a necessary 
procedure if the tester is to be used without a 

10 
LIBRARY 

Fig. 3.1 Test Disk Generation 
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console. The "Build" command may be used without 
the lester If a TRANSMITTAl.. lIIe Is to be used as 
Input. If a TRANSMITTAL IIle has valid option values, 
they are copied to the TEST TRANSMITTAL tile. 

NOTE 

The TEST TRANSMITTAL liIe generated by 
COPTST will be a duplicate of the 
TRANSMITTAL Ille sent to NSC lor the Cop 
Chip's masking with two exceptions: 

1) The user must use the same opHon values 
that are listed in the VERIFICATION FORM 
sent back Irom Nallonal Semiconductor. 
These are the same options received on 
the TRANSMITTAL lIIe unless 8 conflic ting 
option pair or obsolete option had been 
selected. 

2) It the 'double bonding option' Is requested a 
TEST TRANSMITTAL ti le Is generated for both 
packages. 

Example: The User's chip die was placed In 
COP420 and COP421 packages. If this user 
wished to test a COP421 part II would be 
necessary to use the TEST TRANSMtTTAL file 
generated by the " BUILD" command lor the 
COP421 bonding. 

3.3.1 Examples Of Build Sessions 

This section provides two typical build sessions. The 
lirst example is based on command input from the 
system console and generating the TEST fi le. The 
second example illustra tes a build procedure without 
a TRANSMtTTAL liIe. 

Example 1 

Generate the TEST lile: 

X>@COPTST 
COPTST.flEV;X. DATE 

COPTST COMMANDS 
SUl l O (B «Fl lE>( TRNIJ) 

DIRECTORY (0 ) 

HelP (H ) 

SUlLO TRANSMITTAL FILE FOR COPTST 

DISPLAY DISK DIRECTORY 

DISPLAY THIS LIST 

LOAD II I<FILE>I_ TRNID 

NEW IN) 

SUMMARY (S) 

TEST (T) 

LOAD TESTER FOR TESTING COP CHIP 
SPECIFIED SY T'lANSMITTAL FILE 

CLEAR SUMMARY DATA 

OISPLAY TEST SESSION SUMMARY 

EXECUTE TEST OF COP CHIP 

NO TRANSMITTAL FILE FOUND 

" 
COPTST has been loaded from Ihe TEST disk, which 
does nOI yel have any TEST TRANSMITTAL fi les. 
Inserl the disk with the transmittal file to be used for 
input. 

T>BU CONTROL 
OPTION 30: COP BONDING 

00.28 PI N PACKAGE 
02 " 28 and 24 PIN PACKAGES 

3-4 

OPTION 30: COP BONDING 2 
OPTION 30: COP 8ONDING . 02 (YIN. CR _ YES)? 
INVALID CKO OPTION 
CLOCK oPTION CONFLICT 

The Input TAANSMITIAL file contains obsolete CKO 
and Clock option valuBs. The old values are ignored . 

OPTION 02: CKO OUTPUT 

00 '" CLOCK GEN OUT 
02=GENERAL INPUT. VCC LOAD 
0<4 .. GENERAL INPUT. HI·Z 

OPTION 02: CKO OUPUT 2 
OPTION 02: CKO OUTPUT. 02 (YIN. CR. YES~ 
OPTION 03: CKIINPUT 

OO .. OSC /16 
01 ",OSC18 
02 .. 0SC 132 

OPTION 03: CKI INPUT 1 
OPTION 03: CKIINPUT .. 01 (YIN, CR. YES)? 
OPTION 28: 00 OUTPUT 

OO .STANOARO OUTPUT 
01 .. 0PEN DRAIN 

OPTION 28: DO OUTPUT 0 
OPTION 28: 00 OUTPUT .. 00 (YIN, CR _ YESI? 
OPTION 31 : CLOCK MODE 

02 .. NORMAL OSC IN. SKT INSTRUCTION 
03_ RG OSCI8. SKT INSTRUCTION 
0<1", NORMAL OSC IN. IT INSTRUCTION 
os . RC OSC/81T INSTRUCTION 

06 = NORMAL OSC. DUAL CLOCK(Rq 
07 _ NORMAL OSC. DUAL CLOCK(EXT ClK) 

OPTION 31: CLOCK MODE 3 
OPTION 31 : CLOCK MODE _ 03 (yIN. CR. YESI? 

SON DI NG ~2OC 

ROM CODE? NZl 

The ROM CODE prompt indicates the above opt ion 
values are valid. The option prompting continues unt il 
the values are valid. 

COPTST DISK IN DRIVE (YIN. CR .. YESn 

A TEST disk should be inserted in the drive at this 
t ime. 

CREATING FILE QUIKLOOK .NZZ~2OC . TRN 
BONDING 
ROM CODE? NYY 
COPTST OISK IN DRIVE IYIN, CR _ YESn 

If the previously created TEST TRANSMIITAL liIe is to 
be loaded without a console, a separate TEST disk 
must be inserted lor the new one. 

CREATING FILE OUIKLOOK:NYY~2IC. TRN ., 
Eumple 2 

II no TRANSMITIAL file is available, the Build 
command may be used without a filename to build a 
lest t ile from a good Chip and the QUIKLOOKTlo!. 

T<eu 
BUILO FILE FROM CHIP (YIN. CR . YES)? 
CtilP NUMBER: (20l 
OPTION 02. CKO OUTPUT 

OO .. CLOCK GEN OUT XTAURES 
01 .. RAM KEEP ALIVE 
02 _ GENERAL INPUT. VCC LOAD 
03 _ GENERAL INPUT, HI·Z 
0<1 " MUL TICOP SYNC IN 
05 .. MUL TICOP SYNC ( 18) 

OPTION 02: eKO OUTPUT 2 
OPTION 02: CKO OUTPUT .02 (YIN. CA .. YESI? 



OPTION OJ: CKI INPUT 

00 .. OSC 132 
0\ = OSC 116 

02 = OCSl6 

03_ RCI" 
0" ~ OSC (SCHMITT 11'1 )1" 

OPTION 03: CKI INPUT 0 
OPTION 03: rKI INPUT _00 (YIN, CR .. YES)? 

OPTION 35: COP BONDING 
00 .. 28 PIN PACKAGE 
02", 28 and 24 PIN PACKAGES 

OPTION 35: COP BONDING 0 

OPTION 35: COP BONOING .. OO {YIN, CR .. YES? 

INSERT COP CHIP. CREATE TEST FILE {YIN, CA,. YES? 

8AO COP CHIP 
INSHIT COP CHIP. CREATE TEST FILE (YIN, CA= YES)? 

This could result from improperly inserting the' ch ip Into 
the test socket. Verify proper insertion and try again, 

CREATiNG TEST FILE, 3 MINS 

MARK 5 COP CHIPS 1 THRU 5 

INSERT COP CHIP'. COMPARE (Y/N. CR,. YESI? 

The following procedure allows a verification of the 
ROM data obtained from the first Chip before creating 
the TEST TRANSMITTAL file. It compares ROM data 
with five other chips. 

COMPARE DONE 
INSERT COP CHIP M2, COMPARE (Y(N, CR = YES)? 

COMPARE DONE 

INSERT COP CHIP *3, COMPARE (YIN, CR .. YES)? 

COMPARE DONE 
INSERT COP CHIP U, COMPARE (YIN, CR .. YES)? 

COMPARE DONE 
INSERT COP CHIP '5, COMPARE ('1"/1'1. CR .. YES)? 

CHIP '1 , PASS 

CHIP '2. PASS 

CHIP '3, PASS 

CHIP '4. PASS 
CHIP w5. PASS 
ROM CODE? NXX 

COPTST DISK IN DRIVE (YIN, CR .. YES)? 
CREATING FILE OUIKLOOK:NXX4201. TRN 

" '" 

DIRECTORY FOR: QUIKlDOK "COMPLETED TEST OISI(" ,. , NAME ,.'" SIZE PL v. 
COPTST MP MAIN PROGRAM ., 
T51410 '" DATA , , T5T411 '" DATA 
TST4W .OAT DATA 

8A8420 .OAT DATA 
UCK420 .OAT DATA 
CKO.20 '" DATA 

CK0421 .OAT DATA 

UBU5 .OAT DATA , 
" OUALCK .OAT DATA , 
" TSH". .OAT DATA , 
" BAS444 .OAT DATA , 
" eK04.4 .OAT DATA , 
" CK04.5 .OAT DATA • , 
" QUIKOIAG _MP MAIN PROGRAM " 

, 
" NZZ420C ". SYSTEM " " NYY421C .TRN SYSTEM " 

, 
" NXX420L .TRN SYSTEM " 0 

SECTORS BAD: 

SECTORS USED: ". 
SECTORS FREE: 452 

The last TEST TRANSMITTAL file built is also last on 
the disk directory. Unless a filename is specified, the 
TEST TRANSMITTAL file NXX420L TRN will be loaded 
If COPTST is loaded or the "Load" command is given. 

3.4 Testing COP Chips 

This section provides an overview of the hardware 
configuration in the test mode and provides two 
examples of a complete test session with and without 
system console as a command input and a report 
output device. 

The hardware conf iguration in the test mode is 
illustrated in Figure 3.2. The system console is 
optional. If the TEST file is generated elsewhere, and 
a batch report is not required, the console is not 
necessary. 

Fig. 3·2 Test Conliguratlon 
L_____________ 3.5 ----



The loading of the TEST file Into aUIKLOOK Is 
executed via LI<filename> (, TRNJl(CRl console 
command or by pressing the TESTER switch on the 
POS. 

" 
Eumpl.1 

LOAD TEST FILE INTO OUIKLOOIL 

LOADING FILE OUIKLOOK: NZZ42OC. TRN 
TESTER READY 

IIEOIN TEST. 
, >' 
PASS 
,>' 
PASS 
,>S 

POS TEST SESSION SUMMARY 
GOOD 2 100'10 BAD CLOCK 
BAD O ~. LOGIC 

TOTAL 

"" 

'OM 

CLEAR SUMMARY DATA ~YIN. CR .. YES)? 

,>S 

POS TEST SESSION SUMMARY 
GOOD 0 100"10 BAO CLOCK 
SAO 

TOTAL 

,>' 
PASS 

,>' 
PASS 

'" FAIL 

GENERATE REPORT 

'" 

0% 

POS TEST SESSION SUM MARY 
GOOD 2 61'" 
SAO 33'/, 

TOTAL 

LOGIC 
ROM 

BAD CLOCK 
lOGIC 
ROM 

o 

3-6 

LOAD ANOTHER FILE. 
T>L NYY~2'C 
LOADING FILE aUIKLOOK: NYY421C. TRN 
TESTER READY 

TES T CHIP NYVU, C. TRN 

GENERATE REPORT 

T>' 
POS TEST SESSION SUMMARY 

GOOD 0 100% BAD CLOCK 
BAD 0 0% LOGIC 

TOTAL 

'>T 
PASS 

Example 2 

o 

In this example the TEST file has been generated as 
In Example 1. 

a. Turn on POS. 

b. Turn on QUIKLOOK. 

c. Push PDS INIT switch. 

d. Place TEST disk in disk driYe. 

e. Push PDS TESTER switch. 

f. Wait for cycling lights on QUIKLOOK or POS front 
panel message 'LOAD DONE'. 

g. Place COP Chip in test socket. 

h. Push TEST button. 

i. Read test results from display lights or PDS front 
panel display. 

J. RemOlle and bin COP chip; get next chip and go to 
step 'g' if not done. 

o 
o 

\ 



4 aUIKLOOK Installation and 
Verification 

Once the PDS operation has been verified the 
veriliealion of the tester can proceed using the 
fOllowing sleps. 

a. 
DO NOT insert Diagnostic Card until 
step m. Premature Insertion may 
lead to damage of the QUIKLOQK. 

b. Turn off the POS. 

e) Make SUfe the on/oil switch on QUIKlOOK 
is all. 

d) Plug in the two R$232 cables as described 
in the System Description. 

e) Connect the system console. 

I) Plug in the aUIKLOOK's power cord. 

g) Turn on the PDS system. 

hI Turn on aUIKLOOK. 

i) II no 'CA' appears In the Iron! panel 01 the 
PDS System depress the INIT switch. 

j) Press the carriage relurn on the system 
console to log on the console. 

k) Place the TEST disk In the disk drive. 

I) Type @QUIKDIAG on the system console. 
The QUtKDIAG program will sign on with 
QUIKOIAG, REV A, dale and a menue of 
commands. If this does nol happen, go 
back to step a. 

,., 

m)lnsert the QUIKLOOK DIAGNOSTIC card on 
aUIKLOOK. 

n) Type 01 (CA) on the console. The POS will 
now execute a complete Diagnostic on the 
QUIKlOOK. This should take about one 
minute. Upon successful completion of the 
test, a response of 'PASS DIAGNOSTIC' 
will be printed on the console. If this does 
not happen the user Is referred to National 
Semiconductor's Microcomputer Technical 
Support Manager. 

o. Remove the OUIKLOOK DIAGNOSTIC card 
from the QUIKLOOK. 

The QUIKLOOK operation has now been verified, the 
QUIKLOOK is now ready for building test files and 
testing chips in the lollowlng steps. 

a) Insert the correc t Chip Inlerlace Card on 
QUIKLOOK lor the COP CHIP you will be 
testing. 

b) Type @COPTST (CA) on the system 
console panel. 

The PDS will respond by loading the COPTST system 
program. COPTST will load QUIKlOOK to test the 
COP chip specified by the last TEST TRANSMITTAL 
file thai was lound on the disk directory. If no 
TRANSMITTAL Iile is lound, the program prompt is 
returned to the console . 



Appendix A 

This appendix describes the QUIKlOOK logic 
mechanization, control signals, timings and the 
interface between the lester and the chip lest card 
interlace. 

A.1 Theory of Testing COP400 
Mlcrocontrollers 

The following paragraphs provide some Insight into 
the test mode and the mechanics of testing a COP400 
Microcontroller. The basic lesl philosophy requires 
that lour major functions be exercised. We need to: 

1, Synchronize the devlce.a,nd QUIKLOOK TESTER. 

2. Test the internal logic and 110. 

3. Tesl the RAM. 

4. Verify the AOM program. 

If the device performs aU of these four steps properly, 
the device is good. This is a reasonable assumption 
wilh a standard device that has a debugged test 
routine and is ROM programmed. By attacking Ihe 
problem on a "sum ollhe paris" approach there is no 
need 10 do an exhaustive lunctional tesl on roullne 
production palls. 

Built-In Test Features 

The first slep in testing the C0P400 devices is 10 
understand Ihe bulll·in lesl controlleatures. This 
involves the 51, 50 and Ihe L lines. The 50 pin has 
been designed 10 be Ihe conlrol pin lor tesling. The 
pin will normally be In an acllve low state and, when 
forced high externally, place the Chip In the lest 
mode. It should be noted that this output can sink 
considerable current. By limiting the voltage to the 
2.0-3.0V range one cannot damage the device, 
whereas the application 01 8 higher vall age could. 
When forced inlO the test mode the 51 pin controls 
Ihe sub mode 01 the chip. With 51 high the data 
placed on the L port is used as an instruction. When 
51 is low (and the L output is enabled) the contents o f 
the ROM will be dumped out through the L por!. 
Certain other in ternal lunctions have been 
Implemen ted to allow these modes but these are not 
part 01 the basic operation. 

Sync Between QUIKLOOK and OUT 

In order to be able to test a COP chip, the tester is 
synchronized with the device under test (DUn. By 

using an external oscillator the two run at the same 
frequency. This Is true regardless of the option or type 
01 oscillator chosen for the chip. In addition to 
running at the same frequency, the chip and tester are 
In sync on a bit basis. The 5K Signal is used as a 
bll/lnslruction clock untif stopped by software In the 
program. It should be noted that the oscillator 
frequency Is programmed to a rate of 4, 8, 16, or 32 
times higher than 5K. The basic use of this "sync 
counter" Is to derive the proper timing for loading 
data and Instructions Inlo the chip and to verify the 
outputs. 

Internal Logic Test 

With the device and the tester in sync, actual lesting 
may begin . To place the chip Inlo the logic test mode 
the SO output is pul led to a high level (between 2.0V 
and 3.0Y) and SI is pulled to a high level. On power·up 
(or after reset) the 50 Hne is set to a zero by the 
internal logic. An internal sense Hne will detect the 
lorced condition and provide test control . The tester 
should at this point force instructions into the L port. 
These instructions will be executed as if they were 
from the ROM. 

ROM Dump 

Successful operation of the Internal logic tests leads 
to the final test phase, ROM comparison. The ROM 
dump mode sequence begins by forcing a JMP to an 
address. After going to this address, execution 01 an 
" LEI 4 " Is done (L tines to the output port), external 
buffers are disabled, and the SI pin is taken low. This 
allows data out and removes potential level conflicts. 
The ROM dump test logic increments the PC lor each 
5K cycle, allowing a byte·by·byte ROM comparison. In 
this mode the controller is not executing the code 
because the In ternal skip line Is enabled throughout 
the sequence. 

A.2 Theory of Operation 

The chip test Is orga:'lized In four major parts: 

1 . .. COP synchronization lest 

b. Muiticop sync test (optional) 

c. CKO XTAL output (optional) 

d. low power reset (optionat) 



2. a. Logic test 

This test forces instructions (S1 = 1, SO = 1) and 
compares the G lines to the expected outputs. 
The forced Instructions on the L lines come from 
shared memory. Tester memory O·lk Is used for 
the expected outputs and is 4 bits wide. 

3. a Chip 110 functions 

b. Interrupts 

c. Branch instructions 

d. RAM keep alive 

In this part, PDS shared memory contains 
alternating sections of forced instructions and 
partial ROM dumps. The sections of ROM tested 
in this part, combined with the ROM dump of 
part 4 test the entire ADM. Tester memory 1·2k 
contains expected outputs (4 bits), forced inputs 
(4 bits), and 110 select (4 bits). 

4. a. ADM verif ication 

For this test POS shared memory 01010 is filled 
with the required instructions to initialize the 
COP chip for a ADM dump. Locations 011 
through the end are filled with the ROM pattern. 
Tester memory is unused and unaltered. 

A.3 Description Of Implementation 

In Figure A.l, lines 00-07 are the data lines of shared 
memory. The address lines AD-AID are the address 
lines of shared memory. EXT EVO·3 and the SKIP 
LINE are connected to the TRACE memory. Asr, 
PAOMDIS', and TRACEOUT are signals from the PDS 
TARGET card and CLK Is a signal from the tester to 
the TARGET card. 

There are three status latches (8334) to set up the 
operation of the tesler. The latches, shown as part of 
the control logic In Figure A.I, are loaded only when 
the chip and the test board are reset. The test board 
is reset exactly as the Emulator cards are reset, i.e., 
via the target board Rsr line. To load the latches the 
address lines are TAI·STATED and the pull-up 
resistors on these lines force an address of 07FF. The 
status word is placed at 07FF in POS shared memory 
and the target board 'PROMDIS" signal Is brought 
from low to high to low to strobe the data into the 
latches. 

Hll·s r . ' E i$' reg."ered u.<>emarlt Figure A·l. Tesler Block Diagram 
L_~"_'~"~·~"~"~~~·~'~'O~"~'~~~'o~, ~="~ _________ _ 

A·2 
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The data formDt for the latches Is: 

'" • 
'''' A2 ., AO 02 " DO 

WHERE: 

A2 AI AO D2 " DO 
0 0 FRE02 FREOI FREOO 

0 , TSTSIGEN" XTAl' EXTEVCTL 

0 , 
" OUMPfTEST· S'I'NCO MULTI COP S'I'NC" 

0 , , RESET CHp· OlYI OIVO , 0 0 PC RESET· LOAD" RElWR· , 0 , RAM KPALV VCC/CK DUAL CLK , , 0 PASS· FAIl' EOT· , , , LCPART TRISTRST· TSToIoIO 

Description 01 Bits 

FREO U) Thess bits sel tha lest board clock and the 
COP chip CKI accordmg 10 the following 
table 

FREQ2 FREOI FREOO FREQUENCY 
0.250 MHz 
0.500 MHz 
1.000 MHz 
2,000 MHz 
4000 MHz 
1.000 MHz· 
2.000 MHz· 

o 

, 
0 , 

0 
0 

TSTSIGEN· 

XTAL 

EXTVCTL 

EXTEVCTL EVil 

, 
0 , 
0 

L, CMOS PARTS 
L, CMOS PARTS 

A low Ofl this signal enables L line dfivers. 
SI drive, and Ihe IN hne dri.-er. 011 the lhe 
OUT, high they are TAI·STATEO' 

a high on Ihis signal trislalea all inputs to 
CKO. 

This signal mulliple.es signals out lhe 
exlernal eoanl tines and trace clock lina 
according 10 the following Jable 

EVIO EVOI EVOO TRACE CLOCK 
CKO CKI SK' SKO' 0.5 MHz 

SKO · HALFSPO" CKI STARTSW ERROR 

OUMPfTEST' 

SYNCO 

WHERE: 

MULTI COPS'r'NC· 

RESET CHP" 

DIVI/OIVO 

PC RESET· 

RAMKPALV 

DIVI 
o 
o 

If high SHARED memory will be compared 
againsllhe ROM of lhe COP Chip, II low 
Ille board will be m Ihe lest mode. 

When this ~illnal is toggled low for n 
se<:onas 1M leSler will sync with Ihe COP 

Chip. 

n;>" IISKD Hz '(CKI DIVlDERl 

w;rl send Ihe inverted sync to CKO. 

Thi, bit reselS Ihe COP chip, The P~S 
RST" also re~elS 1M COP chip. 

Will selup the divider of Ihe developed 
SKO to Ihat of the OUT accordi"l1 to lhe 
followin(l l abl&: 

DlVO CKIOIVIOEA 

o " 
" , 

Will resl the pseudo pW(lram cO~"ler 10 
zalo 

AeCOflilgures Ihe test board to transler 
SHAREO mamory to the test boa.d's 
memory and verily il accordi"g to REJWR" 

A high leoal configures Ihe board to verily 

leSler m"mO<)'. 

Puts .. 5v on CKO to power tha ram 0" 
chips with Ihal opl ion 

A-3 

DUAL CLK 

PASS· 

FAIL" 

EOr 

LCPART 

TRISTRST' 

TST440 

A high level enable. Vee and cloc~ to 
chip. A low revel In combination wllh lhe 
TRISTRSTo low applla. low vonaga to tha 
chip to tast power low .eset. 

A high laval applies Ihe board SKO to chip 
output 00 to l as t Ihe dual clock lunctlon. 

Signal to Inl bo~ to slgni'y a good 
da~lca. Ali!IO goea to tha handler tnru Oplo 
1&1)1.10'5 lor proper binning 01 the parts. 

Signal to tha tasl box to slgnily a b.d 
device. Also goes tha handler 101 proper 
binning 

Signal goes to tha Inl box 10 signify Ihat 
lhe testar Is ,eady to tnt Iha nUl dB\llca. 
Also goes 10 Iha handle, to signify that 
tha testar has finished lestlng tha 
previous pa,t and valid PASS/FAIL dala 
a.e present. 

A high lavel causes the SKO olthe lester 
to be delayed by 1 m,cros&cond. IOf 

correct signal strObing 01 low power and 
cmos parla. A low value cauus SKO to 
be delayed by 2'00 nanoseconds needed 
lor standard power pariS. 

II low the ressl' li"e 01 1M OUT 's 
trlSlated Irom tha l eSler and 4,2 volta Is 

led to ',Icc 01 the OUT. The lesal level 
may be read from the Skip lina 10 lest low 
pOwer reset. Hi tha ".,sel line is 
conneCled 10 tha lester and Vcds 5',1 Or 0 
acco.din(l lo Vec/CK. 

II this signal,s nillh a double SKO Is 
aeveloped Irom a singl" SK lor lesting 
COP •• 0. 

A,4 loading of Tester Memory 

Writing to memory is done by presetting the following 
latches. 

a. sel FAEQ2·0 and DIV ,·0 to low for slow data 
transfer. 

b. set AIW" to low for writing data 

c. set LOAD" low to put the test board in load and 
verify mode. 

d. toggle PCAST" from hi to low back hi, to reset the 
address counters. 

With all the latches set, load shared memory with 
data to be transferred to tester memory and perform a 
trace on address 07FE, When the trace Is done the 
tra nsfer is complete. 

The address generator (pseudo PC) sends addresses 
to shared memory over lines AO-A10 and to tester 
memory. The test data is brought to the tester 
memory from shared memory on lines 00- 07. 

To verify the tester memory, the latches are set as 
before except AIW" is set high. Memory data is 
transferred to the POS trace memory by tracing on the 
beginning address of a block of 254 bytes of data to 
be verified. B'3fore each verification trace, the PCAST" 
must be toggled as before. The dala is brought to 
POS via lines AO- A10. 
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To facilitate test organization, QUIKLOOK tester 
memory is conf igured differently for lesting than for 
loading. During loading, tester memory is 2k x 8 bits, 
and is loaded direclly from shared memory. The 
following is a map of tester memory during loading. 

IC . .. bitS) II. .. bits) 

lk IC." bitS) F, .. tills) 

During lesting, tester memory 1k x 4 bits followed by 
lk x 12 bits. The following Is a map of tester memory 
during testing in parts two and three of the test. 

IC." bitS) 

lk (C ... biJs)(F ... b lts)!1. .. bils) 

The following is a complete map of memory used 
during testing in paris two and three of the lest. 

SHARED MEMORV TESTER MEMORY 

(L 8 bitS) IC ... bits) 

" IL 8 bi ts) (C." b ilS)(F . " bns)(!. 4 t,,\Sj 

where 

L is defined as instructions forced on the L lines or 
ROM values dumped from the L lines. 

C. is defined as data sent 10 a four bit comparator. 

F. is defined as the data forced on selected input. 

selects the output to be compared or the input to 
be forced according to the follow ing table: 

I SELECT C. DATA COMPARED TO 

Crlip G outputs 

R ou tputs tHIS 03 (COP4401 

L lines compaled 10 SHARED memOly. 

SO (b it 0) 

Chip 0 outputs 

A A oulputs bits 4·7 (COP440) 

C H outputs (COP4401 

SI( (bit 01 

I. SELECT F. DATA FORCED TO 

B 

o 

Chip G ,nputs 

R inputs tlits 0·3 (COP4401 

CKO (bi t 0) 

AST' PeS ' St SO (blls 3·01 

Not used 

A inputs bits 4·7 (COP440) 

H Inputs (COP4401 

IN Inputs 

A~4 

This Signal will halt the lest board ;at Ihe 

corresponding address. The tesl board 

will resume t(!sllng .1 Ihat address alter 
loggiino the LOAO' line 

ThiS silln31 del(!lmlnes il t3· \ are seltlng 
up an input or output latch. When an 

Input or Oulpullatch IS not selected they 

rem ain at the 1'1151 vatue 01 13·' lI iven. 

During part one of the tests, the control latches are 
loaded to set up for multiCOP sync, clock, divide by, 
and tester sync. CKO, CKI, SK', SKO', are routfld to 
the external event lines of TRACE memory and 
sampled with 0.5 MHz clock. 

TRACE memory is then analyzed by POS to determine 
that SK has the correct number of CKI pulses for the 
specified divide·by, and SKO' is in sync with SK·. II 
CKO is specified by the options to be part of the clock 
circuit, it is checked to be sure it is inverted CKI. 

During part two of the test the contrOl latches are 
loaded to set up for logic tests, and HAlFSPO", CKI, 
STARTSW, and ERROR are routed to the external 
event lines of TRACE memory and SKO' is used to 
clock TRACE memory. The chip logic is tested with 
the instructions coming from shared memory via the 
00-07 lines through a delay la tch. The delay latch is 
used to offset any delay in the system memory. The 
instruction fetched from memory is offset one cycle 
such that the data is present in the latch at the time 
the data is required and the address is incremented 
during the time the chip is executing the previous 
instruction. The data to be compared to the G lines is 
routed to a four bit comparator and the result of the 
comparison is sampled on the rising edge 01 the 
tester generated SK in the control logic. If an error 
occurs the POS is signalled via the external event lines. 

During part three 01 the test the Chip lIo functionality 
and transfer of control instructions are tested. Again, 
the 00-07 lines force instructions and the input data 
is routed under control of the tester memory to the 
appropriate input. The appropriate output is compared 
to data supplied by the tester memory. The input and 
output ports are selected via the INSEl' and 
OUTSEl" multiplexers. During a portion of this test, 
the transfer of control instructions are tested by 
forcing instructions on 00-07. When the Chip'S 
internal program counter has been set to the desi red 
address. the SIISO signalS <Ire set to output ROM data 
on the llines. At that time the data on the llines is 
compared to the data from shared memory via the 8 
bit comparator. The data on 00 - 07 at this time is 
ROM data in order to verify that the transfer of control 
instructions are functional. 

For part lour of the test, the data in shared memory is 
changed to contain some test instructions and the 
remainder of the user's ROM. The test i,lstructions are 
forced on the L lines through 00-07 top set the 
internal PC to a known location. At this time SI/SO are 
set to dump the ROM and the data on 00-07 is then 
compared to shared memory to verify the ROM data 
(or the chip under test. 

." 

) -
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A.S Chip Handlo, Intorlace 

QUIKLOQK provides optically buffered control signals 
for Integrated circuit handlers. Before any attempt to 
connect a handler Is made, aUIKlOOK should be 
verified as fully functional using the provided Chip 
Interface Card. 

Chip handler control signals are available from the 
female A5232 socket labeled 'HANDLER' at the fear 
01 QUIKLOOK. Table A.2 gives the signal pin 
description of the 'HANDLER' plug and Figure A.2 
outlines the circuit diagram of the optical buffers. 

A signal is required from the automatic handler to tell 
the lester to start a new test. The lester will delay 
start of new test 10 ms from the receipt of this signal 

Table A.1 Optical Transistor State 
Pol.llly StriP 

Slgnll Llghl " 0" 

PASS 0' 0" 0, 

0" 0, 0" 
FAIL 0, 0" 0, 

0" 0, 0" 
m, 0, 0" 0, 

0" 00 0" 

Slgnll Inp"'1 '" 0" 

TEST I = 12m .. No TeSI Test 

1= 0 Test No Test 

Table A.2 Handler Signal Pins 

Pin No. Slgnll nlml OI U"IIiOn 

" PASS .. Bin signal 1m good chip, same operation 

as PASS lite 

FAIL .. Bin signal for bad ch ip. same operation 

as FAIL lile 

EaT .. End-ol.Test Bin signa ls v;,.licl and ready te. 

51 ;,.rt ;,.nother Test, same operation as 
EOT tile 

SIGCOM- SIgnal Common return l or PASS. FAtL 

and EOT. 

POLARITY A strap between POLARITY and 

POLSENCE will cause PASS, FAil EOT 
and TEST Slgllals 10 be negative logIC 

ISee Table ~} 

POlSENCE Par t of POLARITY strap 

TEST .. Input Signal 10 51 ar l a test same 

operlil ion as TEST Bulion 

TEST - Return lor TEST .. signal 

HAlFSPEED A sirap be tween HALFSPEED and 

HALFSENCE will cause the COP CH IP to 
be lested at Halt its maximum clock 

speed 

HALFSENCE Pari o f HALFSPEED strap 

or until this signal is removed In case the signal Is 
from a switch that Is being held down until the EOT 
signal Is removed. The PASS and FAIL signals to 
control the binning precede the EOT signal by 700 
microseconds, Table 7 outlines the logic conditions of 
the control signa ls with respect to the polarity strap. 

If the HALFSPO' strap is In place the tester board will 
test the parts at a reduced speed. The frequency will 
be one half max frequency. The tester will furnish 
three SignalS for use with automatic handling 
equipment. The signals will be EOT, PASS, and FAIL. 
The tester will require one signal from the handler. 
That signal will be STAAT TEST. 

., 

G~EEN 

rASS' .. 
"" 

FAil " ., 

fEllOW 

~Ol' 

I'IISIIIYE 

., 

cJ ., 

cJ ., 

cJ 

KAHOlE~ 50tHT 
FEMALE Aszn 

EOI. 

SIGCOIII-
I'OlA~ln 

I'OLA ~ln 

P1lLU.C£ 

., 
IHT. 

1!$1 _ 

ULFSI'HO 

"lL'IENeE 

Figure A·2. Tester Handler Interface 
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The user's cable from the Tester's chip interface Card 
sockets to the handler should be kept under two feet. 
Table A.3 gives the pin outs 01 the Chip Interface Card 
RS232 connection sockets. The user must connect the 
signal pins in the same manner as the Chip Interface 
Card. In electrically noisy environments it may be 
necessary Ie place a 680pF capacitor from chip GND 
to Vec at the handler test socket and test the chip al 
half speed using the HALF SPEED strap option. DO 

NOT attempt to connect chip ground to earth ground 
or any other equipment besides the chip test socket. 

For the user's convenience Table A.4 gives the 
electrical characteristics 01 the 4N25 optical isolators 
used. A sample TIL interface clrcuil is given In Figure 
A.2. The handler Interface has a POLARITY strap 
option that allows the user 10 Inverl the Input and 
output control signals from positive to negative log ic. 

Table A.3 Pinouts For Chip Interface Card 

Pin' Je Slgnll Hlml J7 Slgnll Him. 

GROUND "' CKO " C", " RESET' " " " 
" " L5 " " " INI SO 

" IN2 " " '00 INO 

" " IN3 

" L2 GO ,. " GI 

" HO G2 

" HI G3 

" H2 03 

" H' 02 

" ,0 01 

" " 00 

" GROUND GROUND 
22 GROUND GROUND 
23 GROUND GROUND 

" '00 '00 
" Vee '00 

" 
I ~Q 

} ". 
I M!~ 

~ 

un~ 
lOGIC 

., 
'.R 

'r1. 14QI 

Figure A·3. Sample Interface 
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Table A.4 Electro·Optical Characterist ics (TA =' 2S·C, unless otherwise specified.) 

Plr.mlter Condlllon. Min. T" Mill. Units 

LED Characterlstici 

'R Reverse Leaka~e Current VA'" 3.01/, (Note 4) 100 ,A 

V, Forward Vonaga 1~",50mA, (Note 4J 1.2 1.' V ---------
C Capacitance VA_OV, f:l.0MHz 150 pF 

Phototrlnsistol'l, I, .. 0 

H" DC Current Gain VCE " S.OI/, Ie 0: 5OO.,A 500 

"00 COn,clof·ease Dark Current Vce "" 10V Emitter Open, (Nole 4) 20 "' ------ -
avceo COllector-Base Breakdown Voltage I ", 100"A, Ie ",0. (Nole 4) 70 V 

BVCEO Colieclor·Emltter Breakdown Voltage Ie II' 1.0mA, I, .. 0 (NOle 4) JO V 

av t CO Emitter·Collector Breakdown Voltage IE = HXJ"A, Ie = 0, (Note 4) 7.0 V 
------ ----. 

ICEO Colleclof-Emitter Dark Current VCE '" 10V, Base Often " ,A 
- --. 

Coupl&d Charl eterl.Ues 
----- ._--------

" 

Collector Output Currenl Vce",tOV,IF ",tO mA, 2.0 " mA 
I, a D, (Note 4) 

---- --- --- .---. 
V"" Isolation Voltage 2500 V 

.- ------- -_._-----
VCEISAn Collector·Emitter Salur81 10n Ie. 2.0 rnA, IF>E 50 mA, (Nole 4) 0.2 0.' V 

elsa Isolation Capacitance 1/=0,1= 1.0MHz 0.5 pF - ---
BW Bandwidth IF", 10mA,Vc£_5.0V, Al = 1000, (Note 3) 150 k H, 

-------- ---- ---- ---
'0" Output " ON " TirTIEI IF" lOrnA, pK", Fixed P.W. 8 ,,1 " Fixed '" 10 % dc, VCE = 41/ Fixed, Rl "" 22Q, 

(Noles 1 and 21 
----- ------------ ---- - ------

R,w Isolation Resistance 11",50011 1011 Q 

Not, 1: TeSI condHionl : I,om , .. 0 ot IF unW Ie exceeds 1,0 rnA 

Not. 2: Test candilions: trom end all, unlitlc decreases below 1.0 mA 
Not. 3: Specil ied as the point where the collector cunenll/ansler ral lo IS one·hat! thai of the tow rr8Quency C.l .R. (100Hz). 
Nole 4: JEOEC AegiSleT8d Oala. 
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Ching Lin Bldg . 
No. 9, Ching Tao E. Road 
P.O. Box 68·332 or 39- 1176 Taipei 
Tel: 3917324-6 
Tele~ : 22837 NSTW 
Cable: NSTW TAIPE,I 

National Semiconductor (Hong Kong) lid. 
Korea Liaison Office 
61h Floor, Kunwon Bldg. 
1- 2 Mook/ung-Dong 
Choong·Ku. Seoul 
C_P.O_ Bo~ 7941 Seoul 
Tel: 267-9473 
Telex: K24942 
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Dear CustotrP..r: 

The QJIKIroK1M COPS C1lip Tester you have just received is the latest 
enharJcerrent to the COPS Developrient System. 'Ihis unit is designed 
wi th the cust.o!rer in mind with regards to ease of use and reliability. 

The users ITB.llual provided with this unit d,!"t;ails c:a1plete set-up and 
checkout procedures as well as standard user infoDTBtion . 

At the tine of our first ship-rents, the Diagnostic rrodule described in 
the rranual is not available. It will be delivered to you in alx:mt 
three weeks. It is not required for nODffil operation of the QJIKIroK 
tester. To ETsure your receipt of this Diagnostic unit, fill out the 
attached form and return it to the MicrOCClTTputer Syste.-rs Service Center. 

Before p:rwering up the unit , install the 'switch key cap provided. Then 
please read the QJIKIroK users mmual for the nece,:sary user directions . 

NAME 

CCMPANY 

SERIAL NUMBER OF 
QJIKIroK TESTER 

DATE 

ADDRESS 

Please send TIe one Diagnostic rrodule once they beo:xre available • 

• 
'\ 
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PUBLICATION NO. 420306199-00lA 

Chapter _ _ 4_, l'bte 1 is incanplete in its coverage of ITOdification to 

the (l)PS PDS Target Eoard (PIN 980305551-001) . If the test conditions 

specified in the lTBI1ual indicate that field ITOdifications are required to 

the Target Board , the following changes are .. ~ed: 

1. Change resistor R2 to lJ< ohm as specified in the rranual. 

2. ADD a new 10K ohm resistor to the Target . Cbnnect this resistor 
between Ie U19 pin 10 and +5VOC (at u19 pin 14) . 

All Target Eoards shipped fran the factory at Revision level F or al:ove will 

have this correction corrpJ e Led . All earlier l::oards rray require this change . 

If additional assistance is required , please contact the Microcanputer Systems 

Service Center . 

. 
\ 
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